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Abstract

Outlier detection is an important research problem in data mining that aims to discover useful abnormal and
irregular patterns hidden in large datasets. In this paper, we present a survey of outlier detection techniques
to reflect the recent advancements in this field. The survey will not only cover the traditional outlier detection
methods for static and low dimensional datasets but also review the more recent developments that deal with
more complex outlier detection problems for dynamic/streaming and high-dimensional datasets.
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1. Introduction

Outlier detection is an important research problem
in data mining that aims to find objects that are
considerably dissimilar, exceptional and inconsistent
with respect to the majority data in an input
database [50]. Outlier detection, also known as
anomaly detection in some literatures, has become the
enabling underlying technology for a wide range of
practical applications in industry, business, security
and engineering, etc. For example, outlier detection
can help identify suspicious fraudulent transaction
for credit card companies. It can also be utilized to
identify abnormal brain signals that may indicate the
early development of brain cancers. Due to its inherent
importance in various areas, considerable research
efforts in outlier detection have been conducted in the
past decade. A number of outlier detection techniques
have been proposed that use different mechanisms
and algorithms. This paper presents a comprehensive
review on the major state-of-the-art outlier detection
methods. We will cover different major categories of
outlier detection approaches and critically evaluate
their respective advantages and disadvantages.

In principle, an outlier detection technique can
be considered as a mapping function f that can be
expressed as f (p)→ q, where q ∈ <+. Giving a data
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point p in the given dataset, a corresponding outlier-
ness score is generated by applying the mapping
function f to quantitatively reflect the strength of
outlier-ness of p. Based on the mapping function
f , there are typically two major tasks for outlier
detection problem to accomplish, which leads to two
corresponding problem formulations. From the given
dataset that is under study, one may want to find the
top k outliers that have the highest outlier-ness scores
or all the outliers whose outlier-ness score exceeding a
user specified threshold.

The exact techniques or algorithms used in different
outlier methods may vary significantly, which are
largely dependent on the characteristic of the datasets
to be dealt with. The datasets could be static with a
small number of attributes where outlier detection is
relatively easy. Nevertheless, the datasets could also
be dynamic, such as data streams, and at the same
time have a large number of attributes. Dealing with
this kind of datasets is more complex by nature and
requires special attentions to the detection performance
(including speed and accuracy) of the methods to be
developed.

Given the abundance of research literatures in the
field of outlier detection, the scope of this survey will be
clearly specified first in order to facilitate a systematic
survey of the existing outlier detection methods.
After that, we will start the survey with a review
of the conventional outlier detection techniques that
are primarily suitable for relatively low-dimensional
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static data, followed by some of the major recent
advancements in outlier detection for high-dimensional
static data and data streams.

2. Scope of This Survey
Before the review of outlier detection methods is
presented, it is necessary for us to first explicitly specify
the scope of this survey. There have been a lot of
research work in detecting different kinds of outliers
from various types of data where the techniques outlier
detection methods utilize differ considerably. Most of
the existing outlier detection methods detect the so-
called point outliers from vector-like data sets. This is the
focus of this review as well as of this thesis. Another
common category of outliers that has been investigated
is called collective outliers. Besides the vector-like data,
outliers can also be detected from other types of data
such as sequences, trajectories and graphs, etc. In the
reminder of this subsection, we will discuss briefly
different types of outliers.

First, outliers can be classified as point outliers
and collective outliers based on the number of data
instances involved in the concept of outliers.

• Point outliers. In a given set of data instances, an
individual outlying instance is termed as a point
outlier. This is the simplest type of outliers and is
the focus of majority of existing outlier detection
schemes [28]. A data point is detected as a point
outlier because it displays outlier-ness at its own
right, rather than together with other data points.
In most cases, data are represented in vectors as
in the relational databases. Each tuple contains
a specific number of attributes. The principled
method for detecting point outliers from vector-
type data sets is to quantify, through some outlier-
ness metrics, the extent to which each single data
is deviated from the other data in the data set.

• Collective outliers. A collective outlier represents
a collection of data instances that is outlying with
respect to the entire data set. The individual data
instance in a collective outlier may not be outlier
by itself, but the joint occurrence as a collection
is anomalous [28]. Usually, the data instances in
a collective outlier are related to each other. A
typical type of collective outliers are sequence
outliers, where the data are in the format of an
ordered sequence.

Outliers can also be categorized into vector outliers,
sequence outliers, trajectory outliers and graph outliers,
etc, depending on the types of data from where outliers
can be detected.

• Vector outliers. Vector outliers are detected from
vector-like representation of data such as the

relational databases. The data are presented in
tuples and each tuple has a set of associated
attributes. The data set can contain only numeric
attributes, or categorical attributes or both. Based
on the number of attributes, the data set can
be broadly classified as low-dimensional data
and high-dimensional data, even though there is
not a clear cutoff between these two types of
data sets. As relational databases still represent
the mainstream approaches for data storage,
therefore, vector outliers are the most common
type of outliers we are dealing with.

• Sequence outliers. In many applications, data are
presented as a sequence. A good example of a
sequence database is the computer system call
log where the computer commands executed, in a
certain order, are stored. A sequence of commands
in this log may look like the following sequence:
http-web, buffer-overflow, http-web, http-web, smtp-
mail, ftp, http-web, ssh. Outlying sequence of
commands may indicate a malicious behavior
that potentially compromises system security. In
order to detect abnormal command sequences,
normal command sequences are maintained and
those sequences that do not match any normal
sequences are labeled sequence outliers. Sequence
outliers are a form of collective outlier.

• Trajectory outliers. Recent improvements in
satellites and tracking facilities have made it
possible to collect a huge amount of trajectory
data of moving objects. Examples include vehicle
positioning data, hurricane tracking data, and
animal movement data [65]. Unlike a vector or
a sequence, a trajectory is typically represented
by a set of key features for its movement,
including the coordinates of the starting and
ending points; the average, minimum, and
maximum values of the directional vector; and
the average, minimum, and maximum velocities.
Based on this representation, a weighted-sum
distance function can be defined to compute
the difference of trajectory based on the key
features for the trajectory [60]. A more recent
work proposed a partition-and-detect framework
for detecting trajectory outliers [65]. The idea
of this method is that it partitions the whole
trajectory into line segments and tries to detect
outlying line segments, rather than the whole
trajectory. Trajectory outliers can be point outliers
if we consider each single trajectory as the
basic data unit in the outlier detection. However,
if the moving objects in the trajectory are
considered, then an abnormal sequence of such
moving objects (constituting the sub-trajectory) is
a collective outlier.
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• Graph outliers. Graph outliers represent those
graph entities that are abnormal when compared
with their peers. The graph entities that can
become outliers include nodes, edges and sub-
graphs. For example, Sun et al. investigate the
detection of anomalous nodes in a bipartite graph
[84][85]. Autopart detects outlier edges in a
general graph [27]. Noble et al. study anomaly
detection on a general graph with labeled nodes
and try to identify abnormal substructure in the
graph [72]. Graph outliers can be either point
outliers (e.g., node and edge outliers) or collective
outliers (e.g., sub-graph outliers).

Unless otherwise stated, all the outlier detection
methods discussed in this review refer to those methods
for detecting point outliers from vector-like data sets.

3. Related Work
4. Outlier Detection Methods for Low Dimensional
Data
The earlier research work in outlier detection mainly
deals with static datasets with relatively low dimen-
sions. Literature on these work can be broadly classified
into four major categories based on the techniques they
used, i.e., statistical methods, distance-based methods,
density-based methods and clustering-based methods.

4.1. Statistical Detection Methods
Statistical outlier detection methods [23, 47] rely on
the statistical approaches that assume a distribution or
probability model to fit the given dataset. Under the
distribution assumed to fit the dataset, the outliers are
those points that do not agree with or conform to the
underlying model of the data.

The statistical outlier detection methods can be
broadly classified into two categories, i.e., the para-
metric methods and the non-parametric methods. The
major differences between these two classes of methods
lie in that the parametric methods assume the under-
lying distribution of the given data and estimate the
parameters of the distribution model from the given
data [34] while the non-parametric methods do not
assume any knowledge of distribution characteristics
[31].

Statistical outlier detection methods (parametric and
non-parametric) typically take two stages for detecting
outliers, i.e., the training stage and test stage.

• Training stage. The training stage mainly
involves fitting a statistical model or building
data profiles based on the given data. Statistical
techniques can be performed in a supervised,
semi-supervised, and unsupervised manner.
Supervised techniques estimate the probability

density for normal instances and outliers.
Semi-supervised techniques estimate the
probability density for either normal instances, or
outliers, depending on the availability of labels.
Unsupervised techniques determine a statistical
model or profile which fits all or the majority of
the instances in the given data set;

• Test stage. Once the probabilistic model or profile
is constructed, the next step is to determine if a
given data instance is an outlier with respect to
the model/profile or not. This involves computing
the posterior probability of the test instance to
be generated by the constructed model or the
deviation from the constructed data profile. For
example, we can find the distance of the data
instance from the estimated mean and declare any
point above a threshold to be an outlier [42].

Parametric Methods. Parametric statistical outlier detec-
tion methods explicitly assume the probabilistic or
distribution model(s) for the given data set. Model
parameters can be estimated using the training data
based upon the distribution assumption. The major
parametric outlier detection methods include Gaussian
model-based and regression model-based methods.
A. Gaussian Models

Detecting outliers based on Gaussian distribution
models have been intensively studied. The training
stage typically performs estimation of the mean and
variance (or standard deviation) of the Gaussian distri-
bution using Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE). To
ensure that the distribution assumed by human users is
the optimal or close-to-optima underlying distribution
the data fit, statistical discordany tests are normally
conducted in the test stage [23][16][18]. So far, over one
hundred discordancy/outlier tests have been developed
for different circumstances, depending on the parame-
ter of dataset (such as the assumed data distribution)
and parameter of distribution (such as mean and vari-
ance), and the expected number of outliers [50][58]. The
rationale is that some small portion of points that have
small probability of occurrence in the population are
identified as outliers. The commonly used outlier tests
for normal distributions are the mean-variance test and
box-plot test [66][49][83][44]. In the mean-variance test
for a Gaussian distribution N (µ, σ2), where the popula-
tion has a mean µ and variance σ , outliers can be consid-
ered to be points that lie 3 or more standard deviations
(i.e., ≥ 3σ ) away from the mean [41]. This test is general
and can be applied to some other commonly used
distributions such as Student t-distribution and Poisson
distribution, which feature a fatter tail and a longer
right tail than a normal distribution, respectively. The
box-plot test draws on the box plot to graphically depict
the distribution of data using five major attributes, i.e.,
smallest non-outlier observation (min), lower quartile
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(Q1), median, upper quartile (Q3), and largest non-
outlier observation (max). The quantity Q3-Q1 is called
the Inter Quartile Range (IQR). IQR provides a means
to indicate the boundary beyond which the data will be
labeled as outliers; a data instance will be labeled as an
outlier if it is located 1.5*IQR times lower than Q1 or
1.5*IQR times higher than Q3.

In some cases, a mixture of probabilistic models may
be used if a single model is not sufficient for the purpose
of data modeling. If labeled data are available, two
separate models can be constructed, one for the normal
data and another for the outliers. The membership
probability of the new instances can be quantified
and they are labeled as outliers if their membership
probability of outlier probability model is higher than
that of the model of the normal data. The mixture of
probabilistic models can also be applied to unlabeled
data, that is, the whole training data are modeled using
a mixture of models. A test instance is considered to be
an outlier if it is found that it does not belong to any of
the constructed models.

B. Regression Models

If the probabilistic model is unknown regression can
be employed for model construction. The regression
analysis aims to find a dependence of one/more
random variable(s) Y on another one/more variable(s)
X . This involves examining the conditional probability
distribution Y|X . Outlier detection using regression
techniques are intensively applied to time-series
data [4][2][39][1][64]. The training stage involves
constructing a regression model that fits the data. The
regression model can either be a linear or non-linear
model, depending on the choice from users. The test
stage tests the regression model by evaluating each
data instance against the model. More specifically, such
test involves comparing the actual instance value and
its projected value produced by the regression model.
A data point is labeled as an outlier if a remarkable
deviation occurs between the actual value and its
expected value produced by the regression model.

Basically speaking, there are two ways to use the data
in the dataset for building the regression model for
outlier detection, namely the reverse search and direct
search methods. The reverse search method constructs
the regression model by using all data available and
then the data with the greatest error are considered
as outliers and excluded from the model. The direct
search approach constructs a model based on a portion
of data and then adds new data points incrementally
when the preliminary model construction has been
finished. Then, the model is extended by adding most
fitting data, which are those objects in the rest of
the population that have the least deviations from the
model constructed thus far. The data added to the

model in the last round, considered to be the least
fitting data, are regarded to be outliers.

Non-parametric Methods. The outlier detection tech-
niques in this category do not make any assumptions
about the statistical distribution of the data. The most
popular approaches for outlier detection in this cate-
gory are histograms and Kernel density function meth-
ods.

A. Histograms
The most popular non-parametric statistical tech-

nique is to use histograms to maintain a profile of
data. Histogram techniques by nature are based on the
frequency or counting of data.

The histogram based outlier detection approach is
typically applied when the data has a single feature.
Mathematically, a histogram for a feature of data
consists of a number of disjoint bins (or buckets)
and the data are mapped into one (and only one)
bin. Represented graphically by the histogram graph,
the height of bins corresponds to the number of
observations that fall into the bins. Thus, if we let
n be the total number of instances, k be the total
number of bins and mi be the number of data point
in the ith bin (1 ≤ i ≤ k), the histogram satisfies the
following condition n =

∑k
i=1mi . The training stage

involves building histograms based on the different
values taken by that feature in the training data.

The histogram techniques typically define a measure
between a new test instance and the histogram based
profile to determine if it is an outlier or not. The
measure is defined based on how the histogram is
constructed in the first place. Specifically, there are
three possible ways for building a histogram:

1. The histogram can be constructed only based on
normal data. In this case, the histogram only
represents the profile for normal data. The test
stage evaluates whether the feature value in the
test instance falls in any of the populated bins of
the constructed histogram. If not, the test instance
is labeled as an outlier [5] [54][48];

2. The histogram can be constructed only based
on outliers. As such, the histogram captures the
profile for outliers. A test instance that falls into
one of the populated bins is labeled as an outlier
[32]. Such techniques are particularly popular in
intrusion detection community [34][38] [30] and
fraud detection [40];

3. The histogram can be constructed based on a
mixture of normal data and outliers. This is
the typical case where histogram is constructed.
Since normal data typically dominate the whole
data set, thus the histogram represents an
approximated profile of normal data. The sparsity
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of a bin in the histogram can be defined as the
ratio of frequency of this bin against the average
frequency of all the bins in the histogram. A bin
is considered as sparse if such ratio is lower than
a user-specified threshold. All the data instance
falling into the sparse bins are labeled as outliers.

The first and second ways for constructing histogram,
as presented above, rely on the availability of labeled
instances, while the third one does not.

For multivariate data, a common approach is to
construct feature-wise histograms. In the test stage,
the probability for each feature value of the test data
is calculated and then aggregated to generate the so-
called outlier score. A low probability value corresponds
a higher outlier score of that test instance. The
aggregation of per-feature likelihoods for calculating
outlier score is typically done using the following
equation:

Outlier_Score =
∑
f ∈F

wf · (1 − pf )/ |F|

where wf denotes the weight assigned for feature
f , pf denotes the probability for the value of fea-
ture f and F denotes the set of features of the
dataset. Such histogram-based aggregation techniques
have been used in intrusion detection in system call
data [35], fraud detection [40], damage detection in
structures [67] [70] [71], network intrusion detec-
tion [90] [91], web-based attack detection [63], Packet
Header Anomaly Detection (PHAD), Application Layer
Anomaly Detection (ALAD) [69], NIDES (by SRI Inter-
national) [5] [12] [79]. Also, a substantial amount of
research has been done in the field of outlier detection
for sequential data (primarily to detect intrusions in
computer system call data) using histogram based tech-
niques. These techniques are fundamentally similar to
the instance based histogram approaches as described
above but are applied to sequential data to detect col-
lective outliers.

Histogram based detection methods are simple to
implement and hence are quite popular in domain
such as intrusion detection. But one key shortcoming
of such techniques for multivariate data is that they are
not able to capture the interactions between different
attributes. An outlier might have attribute values that
are individually very frequent, but their combination is
very rare. This shortcoming will become more salient
when dimensionality of data is high. A feature-wise
histogram technique will not be able to detect such
kinds of outliers. Another challenge for such techniques
is that users need to determine an optimal size of the
bins to construct the histogram.

B. Kernel Functions
Another popular non-parametric approach for out-

lier detection is the parzen windows estimation due

to Parzen [76]. This involves using Kernel functions
to approximate the actual density distribution. A new
instance which lies in the low probability area of this
density is declared to be an outlier.

Formally, if x1, x2, ..., xN are IID (independently and
identically distributed) samples of a random variable x,
then the Kernel density approximation of its probability
density function (pdf) is

fh(x) =
1
Nh

N∑
i=1

K(
x − xi
h

)

where K is Kernel function and h is the bandwidth
(smoothing parameter). Quite often, K is taken to be
a standard Gaussian function with mean µ = 0 and
variance σ2 = 1:

K(x) =
1
√

2π
e−

1
2 x

2

Novelty detection using Kernel function is presented
by [17] for detecting novelties in oil flow data. A test
instance is declared to be novel if it belongs to the
low density area of the learnt density function. Similar
application of parzen windows is proposed for network
intrusion detection [29] and for mammographic image
analysis [86]. A semi-supervised probabilistic approach
is proposed to detect novelties [31]. Kernel functions
are used to estimate the probability distribution
function (pdf) for the normal instances. Recently,
Kernel functions are used in outlier detection in sensor
networks [80][25].

Kernel density estimation of pdf is applicable
to both univariate and multivariate data. However,
the pdf estimation for multivariate data is much
more computationally expensive than the univariate
data. This renders the Kernel density estimation
methods rather inefficient in outlier detection for high-
dimensional data.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Statistical Methods.
Statistical outlier detection methods feature some
advantages. They are mathematically justified and if
a probabilistic model is given, the methods are very
efficient and it is possible to reveal the meaning of the
outliers found [75]. In addition, the model constructed,
often presented in a compact form, makes it possible to
detect outliers without storing the original datasets that
are usually of large sizes.

However, the statistical outlier detection methods,
particularly the parametric methods, suffer from some
key drawbacks. First, they are typically not applied in
a multi-dimensional scenario because most distribution
models typically apply to the univariate feature
space. Thus, they are unsuitable even for moderate
multi-dimensional data sets. This greatly limits their
applicability as in most practical applications the data
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is multiple or even high dimensional. In addition, a
lack of the prior knowledge regarding the underlying
distribution of the dataset makes the distribution-
based methods difficult to use in practical applications.
A single distribution may not model the entire
data because the data may originate from multiple
distributions. Finally, the quality of results cannot
be guaranteed because they are largely dependent
on the distribution chosen to fit the data. It is
not guaranteed that the data being examined fit
the assumed distribution if there is no estimate of
the distribution density based on the empirical data.
Constructing such tests for hypothesis verification in
complex combinations of distributions is a nontrivial
task whatsoever. Even if the model is properly chosen,
finding the values of parameters requires complex
procedures. From above discussion, we can see the
statistical methods are rather limited to large real-
world databases which typically have many different
fields and it is not easy to characterize the multivariate
distribution of exemplars.

For non-parametric statistical methods, such as
histogram and Kernal function methods, they do not
have the problem of distribution assumption that the
parametric methods suffer and they both can deal with
data streams containing continuously arriving data.
However, they are not appropriate for handling high-
dimensional data. Histogram methods are effective
for a single feature analysis, but they lose much
of their effectiveness for multi or high-dimensional
data because they lack the ability to analyze multiple
feature simultaneously. This prevents them from
detecting subspace outliers. Kernel function methods
are appropriate only for relatively low dimensional
data as well. When the dimensionality of data is
high, the density estimation using Kernel functions
becomes rather computationally expensive, making
it inappropriate for handling high-dimensional data
streams.

4.2. Distance-based Methods
There have already been a number of different ways
for defining outliers from the perspective of distance-
related metrics. Most existing metrics used for distance-
based outlier detection techniques are defined based
upon the concepts of local neighborhood or k nearest
neighbors (kNN) of the data points. The notion of
distance-based outliers does not assume any underlying
data distributions and generalizes many concepts from
distribution-based methods. Moreover, distance-based
methods scale better to multi-dimensional space and
can be computed much more efficiently than the
statistical-based methods.

In distance-based methods, distance between data
points is needed to be computed. We can use any of

the Lp metrics like the Manhattan distance or Euclidean
distance metrics for measuring the distance between a
pair of points. Alternately, for some other application
domains with presence of categorical data (e.g., text
documents), non-metric distance functions can also be
used, making the distance-based definition of outliers
very general. Data normalization is normally carried
out in order to normalize the different scales of data
features before outlier detection is performed.

A. Local Neighborhood Methods
The first notion of distance-based outliers, called

DB(k, λ)-Outlier, is due to Knorr and Ng [58]. It is
defined as follows. A point p in a data set is a DB(k, λ)-
Outlier, with respect to the parameters k and λ, if no
more than k points in the data set are at a distance λ
or less (i.e., λ−neighborhood) from p. This definition
of outliers is intuitively simple and straightforward.
The major disadvantage of this method, however, is its
sensitivity to the parameter λ that is difficult to specify
a priori. As we know, when the data dimensionality
increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to specify an
appropriate circular local neighborhood (delimited by
λ) for outlier-ness evaluation of each point since most
of the points are likely to lie in a thin shell about any
point [19]. Thus, a too small λ will cause the algorithm
to detect all points as outliers, whereas no point will
be detected as outliers if a too large λ is picked up. In
other words, one needs to choose an appropriate λ with
a very high degree of accuracy in order to find a modest
number of points that can then be defined as outliers.

To facilitate the choice of parameter values, this first
local neighborhood distance-based outlier definition
is extended and the so-called DB(pct, dmin)-Outlier
is proposed which defines an object in a dataset
as a DB(pct, dmin)-Outlier if at least pct% of the
objects in the datasets have the distance larger than
dmin from this object [59][60]. Similar to DB(k, λ)-
Outlier, this method essentially delimits the local
neighborhood of data points using the parameter dmin
and measures the outlierness of a data point based on
the percentage, instead of the absolute number, of data
points falling into this specified local neighborhood.
As pointed out in [56] and [57], DB(pct, dmin) is
quite general and is able to unify the exisiting
statisical detection methods using discordancy tests for
outlier detection. For exmaple, DB(pct, dmin) unifies the
definition of outliers using a normal distribution-based
discordancy test with pct = 0.9988 and dmin = 0.13. The
specification of pct is obviously more intuitive and
easier than the specification of k in DB(k, λ)-Outliers
[59]. However, DB(pct, dmin)-Outlier suffers a similar
problem as DB(pct, dmin)-Outlier in specifying the local
neighborhood parameter dmin.

To efficiently calculate the number (or percentage)
of data points falling into the local neighborhood
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of each point, three classes of algorithms have been
presented, i.e., the nested-loop, index-based and cell-
based algorithms. For easy of presentation, these three
algorithms are discussed for detecting DB(k, λ)-Outlier.

The nested-loop algorithm uses two nested loops to
compute DB(k, λ)-Outlier. The outer loop considers
each point in the dataset while the inner loop computes
for each point in the outer loop the number (or
percentage) of points in the dataset falling into the
specified λ-neighborhood. This algorithm has the
advantage that it does not require the indexing
structure be constructed at all that may be rather
expensive at most of the time, though it has a quadratic
complexity with respect to the number of points in the
dataset.

The index-based algorithm involves calculating the
number of points belonging to the λ-neighborhood
of each data by intensively using a pre-constructed
multi-dimensional index structure such as R∗-tree
[22] to facilitate kNN search. The complexity of the
algorithm is approximately logarithmic with respect to
the number of the data points in the dataset. However,
the construction of index structures is sometimes
very expensive and the quality of the index structure
constructed is not easy to guarantee.

In the cell-based algorithm, the data space is
partitioned into cells and all the data points are mapped
into cells. By means of the cell size that is known a
priori, estimates of pair-wise distance of data points
are developed, whereby heuristics (pruning properties)
are presented to achieve fast outlier detection. It is
shown that three passes over the dataset are sufficient
for constructing the desired partition. More precisely,
the d−dimensional space is partitioned into cells with
side length of λ

2
√
d

. Thus, the distance between points
in any 2 neighboring cells is guaranteed to be at most
λ. As a result, if for a cell the total number of points
in the cell and its neighbors is greater than k, then
none of the points in the cell can be outliers. This
property is used to eliminate the vast majority of points
that cannot be outliers. Also, points belonging to cells
that are more than 3 cells apart are more than a
distance λ apart. As a result, if the number of points
contained in all cells that are at most 3 cells away
from the a given cell is less than k, then all points
in the cell are definitely outliers. Finally, for those
points that belong to a cell that cannot be categorized
as either containing only outliers or only non-outliers,
only points from neighboring cells that are at most 3
cells away need to be considered in order to determine
whether or not they are outliers. Based on the above
properties, the authors propose a three-pass algorithm
for computing outliers in large databases. The time
complexity of this cell-based algorithm is O(cd +N ),
where c is a number that is inversely proportional to

λ. This complexity is linear with dataset size N but
exponential with the number of dimensions d. As a
result, due to the exponential growth in the number
of cells as the number of dimensions is increased, the
cell-based algorithm starts to perform poorly than the
nested loop for datasets with dimensions of 4 or higher.

In [36], a similar definition of outlier is proposed.
It calculates the number of points falling into the
w-radius of each data point and labels those points
as outliers that have low neighborhood density. We
consider this definition of outliers as the same as that
for DB(k, λ)-Outlier, differing only that this method
does not present the threshold k explicitly in the
definition. As the computation of the local density
for each point is expensive, [36] proposes a clustering
method for an efficient estimation. The basic idea of
such approximation is to use the size of a cluster to
approximate the local density of all the data in this
cluster. It uses the fix-width clustering [36] for density
estimation due to its good efficiency in dealing with
large data sets.

B. kNN-distance Methods
There have also been a few distance-based outlier

detection methods utilizing the k nearest neighbors
(kNN) in measuring the outlier-ness of data points in
the dataset. The first proposal uses the distance to the
kth nearest neighbors of every point, denoted as Dk ,
to rank points so that outliers can be more efficiently
discovered and ranked [81]. Based on the notion of
Dk , the following definition for Dkn-Outlier is given:
Given k and n, a point is an outlier if the distance to
its kth nearest neighbor of the point is smaller than
the corresponding value for no more than n − 1 other
points. Essentially, this definition of outliers considers
the top n objects having the highest Dk values in the
dataset as outliers.

Similar to the computation of DB(k, λ)-Outlier, three
different algorithms, i.e., the nested-loop algorithm,
the index-based algorithm, and the partition-based
algorithm, are proposed to compute Dk for each data
point efficiently.

The nested-loop algorithm for computing outliers
simply computes, for each input point p, Dk , the
distance of between p and its kth nearest neighbor. It
then sorts the data and selects the top n points with the
maximumDk values. In order to computeDk for points,
the algorithm scans the database for each point p. For a
point p, a list of its k nearest points is maintained, and
for each point q from the database which is considered,
a check is made to see if the distance between p and q
is smaller than the distance of the kth nearest neighbor
found so far. If so, q is included in the list of the
k nearest neighbors for p. The moment that the list
contains more than k neighbors, then the point that
is furthest away from p is deleted from the list. In
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this algorithm, since only one point is processed at a
time, the database would need to be scanned N times,
where N is the number of points in the database. The
computational complexity is in the order of O(N2),
which is rather expensive for large datasets. However,
since we are only interested in the top n outliers, we can
apply the following pruning optimization to early-stop
the computation ofDk for a point p. Assume that during
each step of the algorithm, we store the top n outliers
computed thus far. Let Dnmin be the minimum among
these top n outliers. If during the computation of for a
new point p, we find that the value for Dk computed
so far has fallen below Dnmin, we are guaranteed that
point p cannot be an outlier. Therefore, it can be safely
discarded. This is because Dk monotonically decreases
as we examine more points. Therefore, p is guaranteed
not to be one of the top n outliers.

The index-based algorithm draws on index structure
such as R*-tree [22] to speed up the computation. If we
have all the points stored in a spatial index like R*-tree,
the following pruning optimization can be applied to
reduce the number of distance computations. Suppose
that we have computed for point p by processing
a portion of the input points. The value that we
have is clearly an upper bound for the actual Dk

of p. If the minimum distance between p and the
Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBR) of a node in the
R*-tree exceeds the value that we have anytime in the
algorithm, then we can claim that none of the points in
the sub-tree rooted under the node will be among the
k nearest neighbors of p. This optimization enables us
to prune entire sub-trees that do not contain relevant
points to the kNN search for p.

The major idea underlying the partition-based algo-
rithm is to first partition the data space, and then prune
partitions as soon as it can be determined that they
cannot contain outliers. Partition-based algorithm is
subject to the pre-processing step in which data space
is split into cells and data partitions, together with the
Minimum Bounding Rectangles of data partitions, are
generated. Since n will typically be very small, this
additional preprocessing step performed at the gran-
ularity of partitions rather than points is worthwhile
as it can eliminate a significant number of points as
outlier candidates. This partition-based algorithm takes
the following four steps:

1. First, a clustering algorithm, such as BIRCH, is
used to cluster the data and treat each cluster as
a separate partition;

2. For each partition P , the lower and upper bounds
(denoted as P .lower and P .upper, respectively)
on Dk for points in the partition are computed.
For every point p ∈ P , we have P .lower ≤ Dk(p) ≤
P .upper;

3. The candidate partitions, the partitions containing
points which are candidates for outliers, are iden-
tified. Suppose we could computeminDkDist, the
lower bound on Dk for the n outliers we have
detected so far. Then, if P .upper < minDkDist,
none of the points in P can possibly be outliers
and are safely pruned. Thus, only partitions P
for which P .upper ≥ minDkDist are chosen as
candidate partitions;

4. Finally, the outliers are computed from among the
points in the candidate partitions obtained in Step
3. For each candidate partition P , let P .neighbors
denote the neighboring partitions of P , which are
all the partitions within distance P .upper from P .
Points belonging to neighboring partitions of P
are the only points that need to be examined when
computing Dk for each point in P .

The Dkn-Outlier is further extended by considering
for each point the sum of its k nearest neighbors
[10]. This extension is motivated by the fact that the
definition of Dk merely considers the distance between
an object with its kth nearest neighbor, entirely ignoring
the distances between this object and its another k − 1
nearest neighbors. This drawback may make Dk fail to
give an accurate measurement of outlier-ness of data
points in some cases. For a better understanding, we
present an example, as shown in Figure 1, in which
the same Dk value is assigned to points p1 and p2, two
points with apparently rather different outlier-ness. The
k − 1 nearest neighbors for p2 are populated much more
densely around it than those of p1, thus the outlier-
ness of p2 is obviously lower than p1. Obviously, Dk is
not robust enough in this example to accurately reveal
the outlier-ness of data points. By summing up the
distances between the object with all of its k nearest
neighbors, we will be able to have a more accurate
measurement of outlier-ness of the object, though this
will require more computational effort in summing up
the distances. This method is also used in [36] for
anomaly detection.

The idea of kNN-based distance metric can be
extended to consider the k nearest dense regions. The
recent methods are the Largest_cluster method [61][98]
and Grid-ODF [89], as discussed below.

Khoshgoftaar et al. propose a distance-based method
for labeling wireless network traffic records in the data
stream used as either normal or intrusive [61][98]. Let
d be the largest distance of an instance to the centriod
of the largest cluster. Any instance or cluster that has a
distance greater than αd (α ≥ 1) to the largest cluster is
defined as an attack. This method is referred to as the
Largest_Cluster method. It can also be used to detect
outliers. It takes the following several steps for outlier
detection:
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Figure 1. Points with the same Dk value but different outlier-ness

1. Find the largest cluster, i.e. the cluster with largest
number of instances, and label it as normal. Let c0
be the centriod of this cluster;

2. Sort the remaining clusters in ascending order
based on the distance from their cluster centroid
to c0;

3. Label all the instances that have a distance to c0
greater than αd, where α is a human-specified
parameter;

4. Label all the other instances as normal.

When used in dealing with projected anomalies
detection for high-dimensional data streams, this
method suffers the following limitations:

• First and most importantly, this method does not
take into account the nature of outliers in high-
dimensional data sets and is unable to explore
subspaces to detect projected outliers;

• k-means clustering is used in this method as the
backbone enabling technique for detecting intru-
sions. This poses difficulty for this method to deal
with data streams. k-means clustering requires
iterative optimization of clustering centroids to
gradually achieve better clustering results. This
optimization process involves multiple data scans,
which is infeasible in the context of data streams;

• A strong assumption is made in this method that
all the normal data will appear in a single cluster
(i.e., the largest cluster), which is not properly
substantiated in the paper. This assumption may
be too rigid in some applications. It is possible
that the normal data are distributed in two or
more clusters that correspond to a few varying
normal behaviors. For a simple instance, the
network traffic volume is usually high during

the daytime and becomes low late in the night.
Thus, network traffic volume may display several
clusters to represent behaviors exhibiting at
different time of the day. In such case, the largest
cluster is apparently not where all the normal
cases are only residing;

• In this method, one needs to specify the parameter
α. The method is rather sensitive to this parameter
whose best value is not obvious whatsoever.
First, the distance scale between data will be
rather different in various subspaces; the distance
between any pair of data is naturally increased
when it is evaluated in a subspace with higher
dimension, compared to in a lower-dimensional
subspace. Therefore, specifying an ad-hoc α value
for each subspace evaluated is rather tedious and
difficult. Second, α is also heavily affected by
the number of clusters the clustering method
produces, i.e., k. Intuitively, when the number of
clusters k is small, D will become relatively large,
then α should be set relatively small accordingly,
and vice versa.

Recently, an extension of the notion of kNN, called
Grid-ODF, from the k nearest objects to the k nearest
dense regions is proposed [89]. This method employed
the sum of the distances between each data point and
its k nearest dense regions to rank data points. This
enables the algorithm to measure the outlier-ness of
data points from a more global perspective. Grid-ODF
takes into account the mechanisms used in detecting
both global and local outliers. In the local perspective,
human examine the point’s immediate neighborhood
and consider it as an outlier if its neighborhood density
is low. The global observation considers the dense
regions where the data points are densely populated
in the data space. Specifically, the neighboring density
of the point serves as a good indicator of its outlying
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degree from the local perspective. In the left sub-figure
of Figure 2, two square boxes of equal size are used to
delimit the neighborhood of points p1 and p2. Because
the neighboring density of p1 is less than that of p2,
so the outlying degree of p1 is larger than p2. On
the other hand, the distance between the point and
the dense regions reflects the similarity between this
point and the dense regions. Intuitively, the larger such
distance is, the more remarkably p is deviated from the
main population of the data points and therefore the
higher outlying degree it has, otherwise it is not. In the
right sub-figure of 2, we can see a dense region and
two outlying points, p1 and p2. Because the distance
between p1 and the dense region is larger than that
between p2 and the dense region, so the outlying degree
of p1 is larger than p2.

Based on the above observations, a new measurement
of outlying factor of data points, called Outlying Degree
Factor (ODF), is proposed to measure the outlier-ness of
points from both the global and local perspectives. The
ODF of a point p is defined as follows:

ODF(p) =
k_DF(p)
NDF(p)

where k_DF(p) denotes the average distance between
p and its k nearest dense cells and NDF(p) denotes
number of points falling into the cell to which p
belongs.

In order to implement the computation of ODF of
points efficiently, grid structure is used to partition
the data space. The main idea of grid-based data
space partition is to super-impose a multi-dimensional
cube in the data space, with equal-volumed cells.
It is characterized by the following advantages.
First, NDF(p) can be obtained instantly by simply
counting the number of points falling into the cell
to which p belongs, without the involvement of any
indexing techniques. Secondly, the dense regions can be
efficiently identified, thus the computation of k_DF(p)
can be very fast. Finally, based on the density of grid
cells, we will be able to select the top n outliers only
from a specified number of points viewed as outlier
candidates, rather than the whole dataset, and the final
top n outliers are selected from these outlier candidates
based on the ranking of their ODF values.

The number of outlier candidates is typically 9 or
10 times as large as the number of final outliers to be
found (i.e., top n) in order to provide a sufficiently large
pool for outlier selection. Let us suppose that the size
of outlier candidates is m ∗ n, where the m is a positive
number provided by users. To generate m ∗ n outlier
candidates, all the cells containing points are sorted in
ascending order based on their densities, and then the
points in the first t cells in the sorting list that satisfy
the following inequality are selected as the m ∗ n outlier

candidates:

t−1∑
i=1

Den(Ci) ≤ m ∗ n ≤
t∑
i=1

Den(Ci)

The kNN-distance methods, which define the top n
objects having the highest values of the corresponding
outlier-ness metrics as outliers, are advantageous over
the local neighborhood methods in that they order the
data points based on their relative ranking, rather than
on the distance cutoff. Since the value of n, the top
outlier users are interested in, can be very small and
is relatively independent of the underlying data set, it
will be easier for the users to specify compared to the
distance threshold λ.

C. Advantages and Disadvantages of Distance-based
Methods

The major advantage of distance-based algorithms
is that, unlike distribution-based methods, distance-
based methods are non-parametric and do not rely on
any assumed distribution to fit the data. The distance-
based definitions of outliers are fairly straightforward
and easy to understand and implement.

Their major drawback is that most of them are
not effective in high-dimensional space due to the
curse of dimensionality, though one is able to
mechanically extend the distance metric, such as
Euclidean distance, for high-dimensional data. The
high-dimensional data in real applications are very
noisy, and the abnormal deviations may be embedded
in some lower-dimensional subspaces that cannot be
observed in the full data space. Their definitions
of a local neighborhood, irrespective of the circular
neighborhood or the k nearest neighbors, do not make
much sense in high-dimensional space. Since each
point tends to be equi-distant with each other as
number of dimensions goes up, the degree of outlier-
ness of each points are approximately identical and
significant phenomenon of deviation or abnormality
cannot be observed. Thus, none of the data points can
be viewed outliers if the concepts of proximity are
used to define outliers. In addition, neighborhood and
kNN search in high-dimensional space is a non-trivial
and expensive task. Straightforward algorithms, such as
those based on nested loops, typically require O(N2)
distance computations. This quadratic scaling means
that it will be very difficult to mine outliers as we tackle
increasingly larger data sets. This is a major problem for
many real databases where there are often millions of
records. Thus, these approaches lack a good scalability
for large data set. Finally, the existing distance-based
methods are not able to deal with data streams due to
the difficulty in maintaining a data distribution in the
local neighborhood or finding the kNN for the data in
the stream.
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Figure 2. Local and global perspectives of outlier-ness of p1 and p2

4.3. Density-based Methods
Density-based methods use more complex mechanisms
to model the outlier-ness of data points than distance-
based methods. It usually involves investigating not
only the local density of the point being studied but also
the local densities of its nearest neighbors. Thus, the
outlier-ness metric of a data point is relative in the sense
that it is normally a ratio of density of this point against
the the averaged densities of its nearest neighbors.
Density-based methods feature a stronger modeling
capability of outliers but require more expensive
computation at the same time. What will be discussed
in this subsection are the major density-based methods
called LOF method, COF method, INFLO method and
MDEF method.

A. LOF Method
The first major density-based formulation scheme of

outlier has been proposed in [21], which is more robust
than the distance-based outlier detection methods. An
example is given in [21] (refer to figure 3), showing
the advantage of a density-based method over the
distance-based methods such as DB(k, λ)-Outlier. The
dataset contains an outlier o, and C1 and C2 are two
clusters with very different densities. The DB(k, λ)-
Outlier method cannot distinguish o from the rest of the
data set no matter what values the parameters k and λ
take. This is because the density of o’s neighborhood is
very much closer to the that of the points in cluster C1.
However, the density-based method, proposed in [21],
can handle it successfully.

This density-based formulation quantifies the outly-
ing degree of points using Local Outlier Factor (LOF).
Given parameter MinP ts, LOF of a point p is defined as

LOFMinP ts(p) =

∑
o∈MinP ts(p)

lrdMinP ts(o)
lrdMinP ts(p)

|NMinP ts(p)|

where |NMinP ts(p)| denotes the number of objects falling
into the MinP ts-neighborhood of p and lrdMinP ts(p)
denotes the local reachability density of point p that
is defined as the inverse of the average reachability

distance based on the MinP ts nearest neighbors of p,
i.e.,

lrdMinP ts(p) = 1/
(∑

o∈MinP ts(p) reach_distMinP ts(p, o)

|NMinP ts(p)|

)
Further, the reachability distance of point p is defined
as

reach_distMinP ts(p, o) = max(MinP ts_distance(o), dist(p, o))

Intuitively speaking, LOF of an object reflects the
density contrast between its density and those of its
neighborhood. The neighborhood is defined by the
distance to the MinP tsth nearest neighbor. The local
outlier factor is a mean value of the ratio of the density
distribution estimate in the neighborhood of the object
analyzed to the distribution densities of its neighbors
[21]. The lower the density of p and/or the higher
the densities of p’s neighbors, the larger the value of
LOF(p), which indicates that p has a higher degree of
being an outlier. A similar outlier-ness metric to LOF,
called OPTICS-OF, was proposed in [20].

Unfortunately, the LOF method requires the compu-
tation of LOF for all objects in the data set which is
rather expensive because it requires a large number of
kNN search. The high cost of computing LOF for each
data point p is caused by two factors. First, we have to
find theMinP tsth nearest neighbor of p in order to spec-
ify its neighborhood. This resembles to computing Dk

in detecting Dkn-Outliers. Secondly, after the MinP tsth-
neighborhood of p has been determined, we have to
further find the MinP tsth-neighborhood for each data
points falling into the MinP tsth-neighborhood of p.
This amounts to MinP tsth times in terms of computa-
tion efforts as computing Dk when we are detecting Dkn-
Outliers.

It is desired to constrain a search to only the top n
outliers instead of computing the LOF of every object in
the database. The efficiency of this algorithm is boosted
by an efficient micro-cluster-based local outlier mining
algorithm proposed in [52].

LOF ranks points by only considering the neighbor-
hood density of the points, thus it may miss out the
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Figure 3. A sample dataset showing the advantage of LOF over DB(k, λ)-Outlier

potential outliers whose densities are close to those of
their neighbors. Furthermore, the effectiveness of this
algorithm using LOF is rather sensitive to the choice
of MinP ts, the parameter used to specify the local
neighborhood.

B. COF Method
As LOF method suffers the drawback that it may

miss those potential outliers whose local neighborhood
density is very close to that of its neighbors. To address
this problem, Tang et al. proposed a new Connectivity-
based Outlier Factor (COF) scheme that improves the
effectiveness of LOF scheme when a pattern itself has
similar neighborhood density as an outlier [87]. In order
to model the connectivity of a data point with respect
to a group of its neighbors, a set-based nearest path
(SBN-path) and further a set-based nearest trail (SBN-
trail), originated from this data point, are defined. This
SNB trail stating from a point is considered to be the
pattern presented by the neighbors of this point. Based
on SNB trail, the cost of this trail, a weighted sum of the
cost of all its constituting edges, is computed. The final
outlier-ness metric, COF, of a point p with respect to its
k-neighborhood is defined as

COFk(p) =
|Nk(p)| ∗ ac_distNk(p)(p)∑
o∈Nk(p) ac_distNk(o)(o)

where ac_distNk(p)(p) is the average chaining distance
from point p to the rest of its k nearest neighbors, which
is the weighted sum of the cost of the SBN-trail starting
from p.

It has been shown in [87] that COF method is
able to detect outlier more effectively than LOF
method for some cases. However, COF method requires
more expensive computations than LOF and the
time complexity is in the order of O(N2) for high-
dimensional datasets.

C. INFLOMethod
Even though LOF is able to accurately estimate

outlier-ness of data points in most cases, it fails to
do so in some complicated situations. For instance,
when outliers are in the location where the density
distributions in the neighborhood are significantly
different, this may result in a wrong estimation. An
example where LOF fails to have an accurate outlier-
ness estimation for data points has been given in [53].
The example is presented in Figure 4. In this example,
data p is in fact part of a sparse cluster C2 which is
near the dense cluster C1. Compared to objects q and r,
p obviously displays less outlier-ness. However, if LOF
is used in this case, p could be mistakenly regarded to
having stronger outlier-ness than q and r.

Authors in [53] pointed out that this problem of
LOF is due to the inaccurate specification of the space
where LOF is applied. To solve this problem of LOF,
an improved method, called INFLO, is proposed [53].
The idea of INFLO is that both the nearest neighbors
(NNs) and reverse nearest neighbors (RNNs) of a data
point are taken into account in order to get a better
estimation of the neighborhood’s density distribution.
The RNNs of an object p are those data points that have
p as one of their k nearest neighbors. By considering the
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symmetric neighborhood relationship of both NN and
RNN, the space of an object influenced by other objects
is well determined. This space is called the k-influence
space of a data point. The outlier-ness of a data point,
called INFLuenced Outlierness (INFLO), is quantified.
INFLO of a data point p is defined as

INFLOk(p) =
denavg (ISk(p))

den(p)

INFLO is by nature very similar to LOF. With respect
to a data point p, they are both defined as the ratio of p’s
its density and the average density of its neighboring
objects. However, INFLO uses only the data points in
its k-influence space for calculating the density ratio.
Using INFLO, the densities of its neighborhood will be
reasonably estimated, and thus the outliers found will
be more meaningful.

D. MDEF Method
In [77], a new density-based outlier definition,

called Multi-granularity Deviation Factor (MEDF), is
proposed. Intuitively, the MDEF at radius r for a point
pi is the relative deviation of its local neighborhood
density from the average local neighborhood density
in its r-neighborhood. Let n(pi , αr) be the number of
objects in the αr-neighborhood of pi and n̂(pi , r, α) be
the average, over all objects p in the r-neighborhood of
pi , of n(p, αr). In the example given by Figure 5, we have
n(pi , αr) = 1, and n̂(pi , r, α) = (1 + 6 + 5 + 1)/4 = 3.25.

MDEF of pi , given r and α, is defined as

MDEF(pi , r, α) = 1 −
n(pi , αr)
n̂(pi, r, α)

where α = 1
2 . A number of different values are set for the

sampling radius r and the minimum and the maximum
values for r are denoted by rmin and rmax. A point is
flagged as an outliers if for any r ∈ [rmin, rmax], its MDEF
is sufficient large.

E. Advantages and Disadvantages of Density-based
Methods

The density-based outlier detection methods are
generally more effective than the distance-based
methods. However, in order to achieve the improved
effectiveness, the density-based methods are more
complicated and computationally expensive. For a
data object, they have to not only explore its local
density but also that of its neighbors. Expensive kNN
search is expected for all the existing methods in this
category. Due to the inherent complexity and non-
updatability of their outlier-ness measurements used,
LOF, COF, INFLO and MDEF cannot handle data
streams efficiently.

4.4. Clustering-based Methods
The final category of outlier detection algorithm for
relatively low dimensional static data is clustering-
based. Many data-mining algorithms in literature find
outliers as a by-product of clustering algorithms [6,
11, 13, 46, 101] themselves and define outliers as
points that do not lie in or located far apart from
any clusters. Thus, the clustering techniques implicitly
define outliers as the background noise of clusters.
So far, there are numerous studies on clustering, and
some of them are equipped with some mechanisms to
reduce the adverse effect of outliers, such as CLARANS
[73], DBSCAN [37], BIRCH [101], WaveCluster [82].
More recently, we have seen quite a few clustering
techniques tailored towards subspace clustering for
high-dimensional data including CLIQUE [6] and
HPStream [9].

Next, we will review several major categories of
clustering methods, together with the analysis on their
advantages and disadvantages and their applicability
in dealing with outlier detection problem for high-
dimensional data streams.

A. Partitioning Clustering Methods
The partitioning clustering methods perform cluster-

ing by partitioning the data set into a specific number of
clusters. The number of clusters to be obtained, denoted
by k, is specified by human users. They typically start
with an initial partition of the dataset and then itera-
tively optimize the objective function until it reaches
the optimal for the dataset. In the clustering process,
center of the clusters (centroid-based methods) or the
point which is located nearest to the cluster center
(medoid-based methods) is used to represent a cluster.
The representative partitioning clustering methods are
PAM, CLARA, k-means and CLARANS.

PAM [62] uses a k-medoid method to identify the
clusters. PAM selects k objects arbitrarily as medoids
and swap with objects until all k objects qualify as
medoids. PAM compares an object with entire dataset to
find a medoid, thus it has a slow processing time with a
complexity of O(k(N − k)2), where N is number of data
in the data set and k is the number of clusters.

CLARA [62] tries to improve the efficiency of PAM.
It draws a sample from the dataset and applies PAM
on the sample that is much smaller in size than the the
whole dataset.
k-means [68] initially choose k data objects as seeds

from the dataset. They can be chosen randomly or in
a way such that the points are mutually farthest apart.
Then, it examines each point in the dataset and assigns
it to one of the clusters depending on the minimum
distance. The centroid’s position is recalculated and
updated the moment a point is added to the cluster
and this continues until all the points are grouped into
the final clusters. The k-means algorithm is relatively
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Figure 4. An example where LOF does not work

Figure 5. Definition of MDEF

scalable and efficient in processing large datasets
because the computational complexity is O(nkt), where
n is total number of points, k is the number of clusters
and t is the number of iterations of clustering. However,
because it uses a centroid to represent each cluster, k-
means suffers the inability to correctly cluster with a
large variation of size and arbitrary shapes, and it is also
very sensitive to the noise and outliers of the dataset
since a small number of such data will substantially
effect the computation of mean value the moment a new
object is clustered.

CLARANS [73] is an improved k-medoid method,
which is based on randomized search. It begins with a
random selection of k nodes, and in each of following
steps, compares each node to a specific number of its
neighbors in order to find a local minimum. When
one local minimum is found, CLARANS continues to
repeat this process for another minimum until a specific

number of minima have been found. CLARANS has
been experimentally shown to be more effective than
both PAM and CLEAR. However, the computational
complexity of CLARANS is close to quadratic w.r.t
the number of points [88], and it is prohibitive for
clustering large database. Furthermore, the quality of
clustering result is dependent on the sampling method,
and it is not stable and unique due to the characteristics
of randomized search.

B. Hierarchical Clustering Methods
Hierarchical clustering methods essentially con-

structs a hierarchical decomposition of the whole
dataset. It can be further divided into two categories
based on how this dendrogram is operated to generate
clusters, i.e., agglomerative methods and divisive methods.
An agglomerative method begins with each point as a
distinct cluster and merges two closest clusters in each
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subsequent step until a stopping criterion is met. A
divisive method, contrary to an agglomerative method,
begins with all the point as a single cluster and splits
it in each subsequent step until a stopping criterion
is met. Agglomerative methods are seen more popular
in practice. The representatives of hierarchical methods
are MST clustering, CURE and CHAMELEON.

MST clustering [92] is a graph-based divisive
clustering algorithm. Given n points, a MST is a set of
edges that connects all the points and has a minimum
total length. Deletion of edges with larger lengths will
subsequently generate a specific number of clusters.
The overhead for MST clustering is determined by
the Euclidean MST construction, which is O(\lo}\) in
time complexity, thus MST algorithm can be used for
scalable clustering. However, MST algorithm can only
work well on the clean dataset and are sensitive to
outliers. The intervention of outliers, termed "chaining-
effect" (that is, a line of outliers between two distinct
clusters will make these two clusters be marked as one
cluster due to its adverse effect), will seriously degrade
the quality of the clustering results.

CURE [46] employs a novel hierarchical clustering
algorithm in which each cluster is represented by a
constant number of well-distributed points. A random
sample drawn from the original dataset is first
partitioned and each partition is partially clustered.
The partial clusters are then clustered in a second
pass to yield the desired clusters. The multiple
representative points for each cluster are picked to be
as disperse as possible and shrink towards the center
using a pre-specified shrinking factor. At each step of
the algorithm, the two clusters with the closest pair
of representative (this pair of representative points are
from different clusters) points are merged. Usage of
multiple points representing a cluster enables CURE
to well capture the shape of clusters and makes it
suitable for clusters with non-spherical shapes and
wide variance in size. The shrinking factor helps to
dampen the adverse effect of outliers. Thus, CURE is
more robust to outliers and identifies clusters having
arbitrary shapes.

CHAMELEON [55] is a clustering technique trying
to overcome the limitation of existing agglomerative
hierarchical clustering algorithms that the clustering
is irreversible. It operates on a sparse graph in
which nodes represent data points and weighted
edges represent similarities of among the data points.
CHAMELEON first uses a graph partition algorithm to
cluster the data points into a large number of relatively
small sub-clusters. It then employs an agglomerative
hierarchical clustering algorithm to genuine clusters
by progressively merging these sub-clusters. The
key feature of CHAMELEON lies in its mechanism
determining the similarity between two sub-clusters
in sub-cluster merging. Its hierarchical algorithm

takes into consideration of both inter-connectivity and
closeness of clusters. Therefore, CHAMELEON can
dynamically adapt to the internal characteristics of the
clusters being merged.

C. Density-based Clustering Methods
The density-based clustering algorithms consider

normal clusters as dense regions of objects in the
data space that are separated by regions of low
density. Human normally identify a cluster because
there is a relatively denser region compared to its
sparse neighborhood. The representative density-based
clustering algorithms are DBSCAN and DENCLUE.

The key idea of DBSCAN [37] is that for each point
in a cluster, the neighborhood of a given radius has
to contain at least a minimum number of points.
DBSCAN introduces the notion of "density-reachable
points" and based on which performs clustering. In
DBSCAN, a cluster is a maximum set of density-
reachable points w.r.t. parameters Eps and MinP ts,
where Eps is the given radius and MinP ts is the
minimum number of points required to be in the Eps-
neighborhood. Specifically, to discover clusters in the
dataset, DBSCAN examines the Eps-neighborhood of
each point in the dataset. If the Eps-neighborhood of
a point p contains more than MinP ts, a new cluster
with p as the core object is generated. All the objects
from within this Eps-neighborhood are then assigned
to this cluster. All this newly entry points will also
go through the same process to gradually grow this
cluster. When there is no more core object can be found,
another core object will be initiated and another cluster
will grow. The whole clustering process terminates
when there are no new points can be added to any
clusters. As the clusters discovered are dependent on
the specification of the parameters, DBSCAN relies on
the user’s ability to select a good set of parameters.
DBSCAN outperforms CLARANS by a factor of more
than 100 in terms of efficiency [37]. DBSCAN is
also powerful in discovering of clusters with arbitrary
shapes. The drawbacks DBSCAN suffers are: (1) It
is subject to adverse effect resulting from "chaining-
effect"; (2) The two parameters used in DBSCAN, i.e.,
Eps and MinP ts, cannot be easily decided in advance
and require a tedious process of parameter tuning.

DENCLUE [51] performs clustering based on density
distribution functions, a set of mathematical functions
used to model the influence of each point within its
neighborhood. The overall density of the data space
can be modeled as sum of influence function of all
data points. The clusters can be determined by density
attractors. Density attractors are the local maximum of
the overall density function. DENCLUE has advantages
that it can well deal with dataset with a large number of
noises and it allows a compact description of clusters
of arbitrary shape in high-dimensional datasets. To
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facilitate the computation of the density function,
DENCLUE makes use of grid-like structure. Noted that
even though it uses grids in clustering, DENCLUE
is fundamentally different from grid-based clustering
algorithm in that grid-based clustering algorithm uses
grid for summarizing information about the data points
in each grid cell, while DENCLUE uses such structure
to effectively compute the sum of influence functions at
each data point.

D. Grid-based Clustering Methods
Grid-based clustering methods perform clustering

based on a grid-like data structure with the aim of
enhancing the efficiency of clustering. It quantizes the
space into a finite number of cells which form a grid
structure on which all the operations for clustering
are performed. The main advantage of the approaches
in this category is their fast processing time which is
typically only dependent on the number of cells in the
quantized space, rather than the number of data objects.
The representatives of grid-based clustering algorithms
are STING, WaveCluster and DClust.

STING [88] divides the spatial area into rectangular
grids, and builds a hierarchical rectangle grids struc-
ture. It scans the dataset and computes the necessary
statistical information, such as mean, variance, mini-
mum, maximum, and type of distribution, of each grid.
The hierarchical grid structure can represent the statis-
tical information with different resolutions at different
levels. The statistical information in this hierarchical
structure can be used to answer queries. The likelihood
that a cell is relevant to the query at some confidence
level is computed using the parameters of this cell. The
likelihood can be defined as the proportion of objects
in this cell that satisfy the query condition. After the
confidence interval is obtained, the cells are labeled as
relevant or irrelevant based on some confidence thresh-
old. After examining the current layer, the clustering
proceeds to the next layer and repeats the process. The
algorithm will subsequently only examine the relevant
cells instead of all the cells. This process terminates
when all the layers have been examined. In this way,
all the relevant regions (clusters) in terms of query are
found and returned.

WaveCluster [82] is grid-based clustering algorithm
based on wavelet transformation, a commonly used
technique in signal processing. It transforms the multi-
dimensional spatial data to the multi-dimensional
signal, and it is able to identify dense regions in the
transformed domain that are clusters to be found.

In DClust [95], the data space involved is partitioned
into cells with equal size and data points are mapped
into the grid structure. A number of representative
points of the database are picked using the density
criterion. A Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) of these
representative points, denoted as R-MST, is built.

After the R-MST has been constructed, multi-resolution
clustering can be easily achieved. Suppose a user wants
to find k clusters. A graph search through the R-MST
is initiated, starting from the largest cost edge, to the
lowest cost edge. As an edge is traversed, it is marked
as deleted from the R-MST. The number of partitions
resulting from the deletion is computed. The process
stops when the number of partitions reaches k. Any
change in the value of k simply implies re-initiating
the search-and-marked procedure on the R-MST. Once
the R-MST has been divided into k partitions, we can
now propagate this information to the original dataset
so that each point in the dataset is assigned to one
and only one partition/cluster. DClust is equipped with
more robust outlier elimination mechanisms to identify
and filter the outliers during the various stages of the
clustering process. First, DClust uses a uniform random
sampling approach to sample the large database. This
is effective in ruling out the majority of outliers in
the database. Hence, the sample database obtained
will be reasonably clean; Second, DClust employs a
grid structure to identify representative points. Grid
cells whose density is less than the threshold are
pruned. This pre-filtering step ensures that the R-MST
constructed is an accurate reflection of the underlying
cluster structure. Third, the clustering of representative
points may cause a number of the outliers that are in
close vicinity to form a cluster. The number of points
in such outlier clusters will be much smaller than the
number of points in the normal clusters. Thus, any
small clusters of representative points will be treated as
outlier clusters and eliminated. Finally, when the points
in the dataset are labeled, some of these points may
be quite far from any representative point. DClust will
regard such points as outliers and filter them out in the
final clustering results.

E. Advantages and Disadvantage of Clustering-based
Methods

Detecting outliers by means of clustering analysis is
quite intuitive and consistent with human perception
of outliers. In addition, clustering is a well-established
research area and there have been abundant clustering
algorithms that users can choose from for performing
clustering and then detecting outliers.

Nevertheless, many researchers argue that, strictly
speaking, clustering algorithms should not be consid-
ered as outlier detection methods, because their objec-
tive is only to group the objects in dataset such that clus-
tering functions can be optimized. The aim to eliminate
outliers in dataset using clustering is only to dampen
their adverse effect on the final clustering result. This
is in contrast to the various definitions of outliers in
outlier detection which are more objective and indepen-
dent of how clusters in the input data set are identified.
One of the major philosophies in designing new outlier
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detection approaches is to directly model outliers and
detect them without going though clustering the data
first. In addition, the notions of outliers in the context of
clustering are essentially binary in nature, without any
quantitative indication as to how outlying each object
is. It is desired in many applications that the outlier-
ness of the outliers can be quantified and ranked.

5. Outlier Detection Methods for High Dimensional
Data
There are many applications in high-dimensional
domains in which the data can contain dozens or
even hundreds of dimensions. The outlier detection
techniques we have reviewed in the preceding sections
use various concepts of proximity in order to find the
outliers based on their relationship to the other points
in the data set. However, in high-dimensional space,
the data are sparse and concepts using the notion of
proximity fail to achieve most of their effectiveness.
This is due to the curse of dimensionality that renders
the high-dimensional data tend to be equi-distant to
each other as dimensionality increases. They does not
consider the outliers embedded in subspaces and are
not equipped with the mechanism for detecting them.

5.1. Methods for Detecting Outliers in
High-dimensional Data
To address the challenge associated with high data
dimensionality, two major categories of research work
have been conducted. The first category of methods
project the high dimensional data to lower dimensional
data. Dimensionality deduction techniques, such as
Principal Component Analysis(PCA), Independent Compo-
nent Analysis (ICA), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD),
etc can be applied to the high-dimensional data before
outlier detection is performed. Essentially, this category
of methods perform feature selection and can be consid-
ered as the pre-processing work for outlier detection.
The second category of approaches is more promising
yet challenging. They try to re-design the mechanism to
accurately capture the proximity relationship between
data points in the high-dimensional space [14].

A. Sparse Cube Method. Aggarwal et al. conducted some
pioneering work in high-dimensional outlier detection
[15][14]. They proposed a new technique for outlier
detection that finds outliers by observing the density
distributions of projections from the data. This new
definition considers a point to be an outlier if in
some lower-dimensional projection it is located in a
local region of abnormally low density. Therefore,
the outliers in these lower-dimensional projections are
detected by simply searching for these projections
featuring lower density. To measure the sparsity
of a lower-dimensional projection quantitatively, the

authors proposed the so-called Sparsity Coefficient.
The computation of Sparsity Coefficient involves a
grid discretization of the data space and making an
assumption of normal distribution for the data in
each cell of the hypercube. Each attribute of the data
is divided into ϕ equi-depth ranges. In each range,
there is a fraction f = 1/ϕ of the data. Then, a k-
dimensional cube is made of ranges from k different
dimensions. Let N be the dataset size and n(D) denote
the number of objects in a k-dimensional cube D.
Under the condition that attributes were statistically
independent, the Sparsity Coefficient S(D) of the cube
D is defined as:

S(D) =
n(D) −N ∗ f k√
N ∗ f k ∗ (1 − f k)

Since there are no closure properties for Sparsity
Coefficient, thus no fast subspace pruning can be
performed and the lower-dimensional projection search
problem becomes a NP-hard problem. Therefore, the
authors employ evolutionary algorithm in order to
solve this problem efficiently. After lower-dimensional
projections have been found, a post-processing phase is
required to map these projections into the data points;
all the sets of data points that contain in the abnormal
projections reported by the algorithm.

B. Example-based Method. Recently, an approach using
outlier examples provided by users are used to detect
outliers in high-dimensional space [96][97]. It adopts
an ′′outlier examples→ subspaces→ outliers′′ manner
to detect outliers. Specifically, human users or domain
experts first provide the systems with a few initial
outlier examples. The algorithm finds the subspaces in
which most of these outlier examples exhibit significant
outlier-ness. Finally, other outliers are detected from
these subspaces obtained in the previous step. This
approach partitions the data space into equi-depth
cells and employs the Sparsity Coefficient proposed in
[14] to measure the outlier-ness of outlier examples in
each subspace of the lattice. Since it is untenable to
exhaustively search the space lattice, the author also
proposed to use evolutionary algorithms for subspace
search. The fitness of a subspace is the average Sparsity
Coefficients of all cubes in that subspace to which
the outlier examples belong. All the objects contained
in the cubes which are sparser than or as sparse as
cubes containing outlier examples in the subspace are
detected as outliers.

However, this method is limited in that it is only
able to find the outliers in the subspaces where most
of the given user examples are outlying significantly. It
cannot detect those outliers that are embedded in other
subspaces. Its capability for effective outlier detection
is largely depended on the number of given examples
and, more importantly, how these given examples are
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similar to the majority of outliers in the dataset. Ideally,
this set of user examples should be a good sample
of all the outliers in the dataset. This method works
poorly when the number of user examples is quite
small and cannot provide enough clues as to where
the majority of outliers in the dataset are. Providing
such a good set of outlier examples is a difficult task
whatsoever. The reasons are two-fold. First, it is not
trivial to obtain a set of outlier examples for a high-
dimensional data set. Due to a lack of visualization
aid in high-dimensional data space, it is not obvious
at all to find the initial outlier examples unless they
are detected by some other techniques. Secondly and
more importantly, even when a set of outliers have
already been obtained, testing the representativeness of
this outlier set is almost impossible. Given these two
strong constraints, this approach becomes inadequate
in detecting outliers in high-dimensional datasets. It
will miss out those projected outliers that are not
similar to those given outlier examples.

C. Outlier Detection in Subspaces. Since outlier-ness of
data points mainly appear significant in some sub-
spaces of moderate dimensionality in high-dimensional
space and the quality of the outliers detected varies in
different subspaces consisting of different combinations
of dimension subsets. The authors in [24] employ evo-
lutionary algorithm for feature selection (find optimal
dimension subsets which represent the original dataset
without losing information for unsupervised learning
task of outlier detection as well as clustering). This
approach is a wrapper algorithm in which the dimen-
sion subsets are selected such that the quality of outlier
detected or the clusters generated can be optimized. The
originality of this work is to combine the evolutionary
algorithm with the data visualization technique uti-
lizing parallel coordinates to present evolution results
interactively and allow users to actively participate
in evolutionary algorithm searching to achieve a fast
convergence of the algorithm.

D. Subspace Outlier Detection for Categorical Data. Das et
al. study the problem of detecting anomalous records
in categorical data sets [33]. They draw on a probability
approach for outlier detection. For each record in the
data set, the probabilities for the occurrence of different
subsets of attributes are investigated. A data record is
labeled as an outlier if the occurrence probability for
the values of some of its attribute subsets is quite low.
Specifically, the probability for two subsets of attributes
at and bt to occur together in a record, denoted by
r(at , bt), is quantified as:

r(at , bt) =
P (at , bt)
P (at)P (bt)

Due to the extremely large number of possible attribute
subsets, only the attribute subsets with a length not
exceeding than k are studied.

Because it always evaluates pairs of attribute subsets,
each of which contain at least one attribute, therefore,
this method will miss out the abnormality evaluation
for 1-dimensional attribute subsets. In addition, due
to the exponential growth of the number of attribute
subsets w.r.t k, the value of k is set typically small in this
method. Hence, this method can only cover attribute
subsets not larger than 2k for a record (this method
evaluates a pair of attribute subsets at a time). This
limits the ability of this method for detecting records
that have outlying attribute subsets larger than 2k.

5.2. Outlying Subspace Detection for
High-dimensional Data
All the outlier detection algorithms that we have dis-
cussed so far, regardless of in low or high dimensional
scenario, invariably fall into the framework of detecting
outliers in a specific data space, either in full space or
subspace. We term these methods as “space→ outliers′′

techniques. For instance, outliers are detected by first
finding locally sparse subspaces [14], and the so-called
Strongest/Weak Outliers are discovered by first finding
the Strongest Outlying Spaces [59].

A new research problem called outlying subspace
detection for multiple or high dimensional data has
been identified recently in [94][99][93]. The major
task of outlying subspace detection is to find those
subspaces (subset of features) in which the data points
of interest exhibit significant deviation from the rest of
population. This problem can be formulated as follows:
given a data point or object, find the subspaces in
which this data is considerably dissimilar, exceptional
or inconsistent with respect to the remaining points
or objects. These points under study are called query
points, which are usually the data that users are
interested in or concerned with. As in [94][99], a
distance threshold T is utilized to decide whether or not
a data point deviates significantly from its neighboring
points. A subspace s is called an outlying subspace of
data point p ifODs(p) ≥ T , whereOD is the outlier-ness
measurement of p.

Finding the correct subspaces so that outliers can be
detected is informative and useful in many practical
applications. For example, in the case of designing
a training program for an athlete, it is critical to
identify the specific subspace(s) in which an athlete
deviates from his or her teammates in the daily
training performances. Knowing the specific weakness
(subspace) allows a more targeted training program
to be designed. In a medical system, it is useful
for the Doctors to identify from voluminous medical
data the subspaces in which a particular patient is
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found abnormal and therefore a corresponding medical
treatment can be provided in a timely manner.

The unique feature of the problem of outlying
subspace detection is that, instead of detecting outliers
in specific subspaces as did in the classical outlier
detection techniques, it involves searching from the
space lattice for the associated subspaces whereby
the given data points exhibit abnormal deviations.
Therefore, the problem of outlying subspace detection
is called an ′′outlier → spaces′′ problem so as to
distinguish the classical outlier detection problem
which is labeled as a ′′space→ outliers′′ problem. It has
been theoretically and experimentally shown that the
conventional outlier detection methods, irrespectively
dealing with low or high-dimensional data, cannot
successfully cope with the problem of outlying
subspace detection problem in [94]. The existing high-
dimensional outlier detection techniques, i.e., find
outliers in given subspaces, are theoretically applicable
to solve the outlying detection problem. To do this, we
have to detect outliers in all subspaces and a search
in all these subspaces is needed to find the set of
outlying subspaces of p, which are those subspaces in
which p is in their respective set of outliers. Obviously,
the computational and space costs are both in an
exponential order of d, where d is the number of
dimensions of the data point. Such an exhaustive
space searching is rather expensive in high-dimensional
scenario. In addition, they usually only return the top
n outliers in a given subspace, thus it is impossible to
check whether or not p is an outlier in this subspace
if p is not in this top n list. This analysis provides an
insight into the inherent difficulty of using the existing
high-dimensional outlier detection techniques to solve
the new outlying subspace detection problem.

A. HighDoD
Zhang et al. proposed a novel dynamic subspace

search algorithm, called HighDoD, to efficiently
identify the outlying subspaces for the given query
data points [94][99]. The outlying measure, OD, is
based on the sum of distances between a data and
its k nearest neighbors [10]. This measure is simple
and independent of any underlying statistical and
distribution characteristics of the data points. The
following two heuristic pruning strategies employing
upward-and downward closure property are proposed
to aid in the search for outlying subspaces: If a point
p is not an outlier in a subspace s, then it cannot be
an outlier in any subspace that is a subset of s. If a
point p is an outlier in a subspace s, then it will be an
outlier in any subspace that is a superset of s. These two
properties can be used to quickly detect the subspaces
in which the point is not an outlier or the subspaces
in which the point is an outlier. All these subspaces
can be removed from further consideration in the later

stage of the search process. A fast dynamic subspace
search algorithm with a sample-based learning process
is proposed. The learning process aims to quantitize
the prior probabilities for upward- and downward
pruning in each layer of space lattice. The Total Saving
Factor (TSF) of each layer of subspaces in the lattice,
used to measure the potential advantage in saving
computation, is dynamically updated and the search is
performed in the layer of lattice that has the highest TSF
value in each step of the algorithm.

However, HighDoD suffers the following major
limitations. First, HighDoD relies heavily on the closure
(monotonicity) property of the outlying measurement
of data points, termed OD, to perform the fast
bottom-up or top-down subspace pruning in the
space lattice, which is the key technique HighDoD
utilizes for speeding up subspace search. Under the
definition of OD, a subspace will always be more
likely to be an outlying subspace than its subset
subspaces. This is because that OD of data points
will be naturally increased when the dimensionality
of the subspaces under study goes up. Nevertheless,
this may not be a very accurate measurement. The
definition of a data point’s outlier-ness makes more
sense if its measurement can be related to other points,
meaning that the averaged level of the measurement
for other points in the same subspace should be taken
into account simultaneously in order to make the
measurement statistically significant. Therefore, the
design of a new search method is desired in this
situation. Secondly, HighDoD labels each subspace
in a binary manner, either an outlying subspace or
a non-outlying one, and most subspaces are pruned
away before their outlying measurements are virtually
evaluated in HighDoD. Thus, it is not possible for
HighDoD to return a ranked list of the detected
outlying subspaces. Apparently, a ranked list will be
more informative and useful than an unranked one
in many cases. Finally, a human-user defined cutoff
for deciding whether a subspace is outlying or not
with respect to a query point is used. This parameter
will define the "outlying front" (the boundary between
the outlying subspaces and the non-outlying ones).
Unfortunately, the value of this parameter cannot be
easily specified due to the lack of prior knowledge
concerning the underlying distribution of data point
that maybe very complex in the high-dimensional
spaces.

B. SOF Method
In [100], a novel technique based on genetic

algorithm is proposed to solve the outlying subspace
detection problem and well copes with the drawbacks
of the existing methods. A new metric, called Subspace
Outlying Factor (SOF), is developed for measuring
the outlying degree of each data point in different
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subspaces. Based on SOF, a new definition of outlying
subspace, called SOF Outlying Subspaces, is proposed.
Given an input dataset D, parameters n and k, a
subspace s is a SOF Outlying Subspace for a given
query data point p if there are no more than n −
1 other subspaces s′ such that SOF(s′ , p) > SOF(s, p).
The above definition is equivalent to say that the
top n subspaces having the largest SOF values are
considered to be outlying subspaces. The parameters
used in defining SOF Outlying Subspaces are easy to be
specified, and do not require any prior knowledge about
the data distribution of the dataset. A genetic algorithm
(GA) based method is proposed for outlying subspace
detection. The upward and downward closure property
is no longer required in the GA-based method, and the
detected outlying subspaces can be ranked based on
their fitness function values. The concepts of the lower
and upper bounds of Dk , the distance between a given
point and its kth nearest neighbor, are proposed. These
bounds are used for a significant performance boost
in the method by providing a quick approximation of
the fitness of subspaces in the GA. A technique is also
proposed to compute these bounds efficiently using the
so-called kNN Look-up Table.

5.3. Clustering Algorithms for High-dimensional Data
We have witnessed some recent developments of
clustering algorithms towards high-dimensional data.
As clustering provides a possible, even though not the
best, means to detect outliers, it is necessary for us
to review these new developments. The representative
methods for clustering high-dimensional data are
CLIQUE and HPStream.

A. CLIQUE
CLIQUE [7] is a grid-based clustering method

that discretizes the data space into non-overlapping
rectangular units, which are obtained by partitioning
every dimension into a specific number of intervals
of equal length. A unit is dense if the fraction of
total data points contained in this unit is greater
than a threshold. Clusters are defined as unions of
connected dense units within a subspace. CLIQUE
first identifies a subspace that contains clusters.
A bottom-up algorithm is used that exploits the
monotonicity of the clustering criterion with respect to
dimensionality: if a k-dimensional unit is dense, then
so are its projections in (k-1) -dimensional space. A
candidate generation procedure iteratively determines
the candidate k-dimensional units Ck after determining
the (k-1)-dimensional dense units Dk−1. A pass is made
over the data to determine those candidates units that
are dense Dk . A depth-first search algorithm is then
used to identify clusters in the subspace: it starts
with some unit u in D, assign it the first cluster
label number, and find all the units it is connected

to. Then, if there are still units in D that have yet
been visited, it finds one and repeats the procedure.
CLIQUE is able to automatically finds dense clusters in
subspaces of high-dimensional dataset. It can produce
identical results irrespective of the order in which
input data are presented and not presume any specific
mathematical form of data distribution. However, the
accuracy of this clustering method maybe degraded due
to the simplicity of this method. The clusters obtained
are all of the rectangular shapes, which is obviously
not consistent with the shape of natural clusters. In
addition, the subspaces obtained are dependent on the
choice of the density threshold. CLIQUE uses a global
density threshold (i.e., a parameter that is used for all
the subspaces), thus it is difficult to specify its value
especially in high-dimensional subspaces due to curse
of dimensionality. Finally, the subspaces obtained are
those where dense units exist, but this has nothing to
do with the existence of outliers. As a result, CLIQUE is
not suitable for detecting projected outliers.

B. HPStream
In order to find the clusters embedded in the

subspaces of high-dimensional data space in data
streams, a new clustering method, called HPStream,
is proposed [9]. HPStream introduces the concept
of projected clustering to data streams as significant
and high-quality clusters only exist in some low-
dimensional subspaces. The basic idea of HPStream is
that it does not only find clusters but also updates
the set of dimensions associated with each cluster
where more compact clusters can be found. The total
number of clusters obtained in HPStream is initially
obtained through k−means clustering and the initial set
of dimensions associated with each of these k clusters is
the full set of dimensions of the data stream. As more
streaming data arrive, the set of dimensions for each
cluster evolves such that each cluster can become more
compact with a smaller radius.

HPStream is innovative in finding clusters that are
embedded in subspaces for high-dimensional data
streams. However, the number of subspaces returned by
HPStream is equal to the number of clusters obtained
that is typically of a small value. Consequently, if
HPStream is applied to detect projected outliers, then
it will only be able to detect the outliers in those
subspaces returned and miss out a significant potions
of outliers existing in other subspaces that are not
returned by HPStream. Of course, it is possible to
increase the number of subspaces returned in order
to improve the detection rate. However, the increase
of subspaces will imply an increase of the number of
clusters accordingly. An unreasonably large number of
clusters is not consistent with the formation of natural
clusters and will therefore affect the detection accuracy
of projected outliers.
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6. Outlier Detection Methods for Data Streams
The final major category of outlier detection methods
we will discuss in this section are those outlier detection
methods for handling data streams. We will first
discuss Incremental LOF, and then the outlier detection
methods for sensor networks that use Kernel density
function. The incremental clustering methods that can
handle continuously arriving data will also be covered
at the end of this subsection.

A. Incremental LOF Method
Since LOF method is not able to handle data streams,

thus an incremental LOF algorithm, appropriate for
detecting outliers from dynamic databases where fre-
quently data insertions and deletions occur, is pro-
posed in [78]. The proposed incremental LOF algorithm
provides an equivalent detection performance as the
iterated static LOF algorithm (applied after insertion
of each data record), while requiring significantly less
computational time. In addition, the incremental LOF
algorithm also dynamically updates the profiles of data
points. This is an appealing property, since data profiles
may change over time. It is shown that insertion of new
data points as well as deletion of obsolete points influ-
ence only limited number of their nearest neighbors and
thus insertion/deletion time complexity per data point
does not depend on the total number of points N [78].

The advantage of Incremental LOF is that it can
deal with data insertions and deletions efficiently.
Nevertheless, Incremental LOF is not economic in
space. The space complexity of this method is in the
order of the data that have been inserted but have not
been deleted. In other words, Incremental LOF has to
maintain the whole length of data stream in order to
deal with continuously arriving data because it does not
utilize any compact data summary or synopsis. This is
clearly not desired for data stream applications that are
typically subject to explicit space constraint.

B. Outlier Detection Methods for Sensor Networks
There are a few recent anomaly detection methods for

data streams. They mainly come from sensor networks
domain such as [80] and [25]. However, the major effort
taken in these works is the development of distributable
outlier detection methods from distributed data
streams and does not deal with the problem of outlier
detection in subspaces of high-dimensional data space.
Palpanas et al. proposed one of the first outlier detection
methods for distributed data streams in the context
of sensor networks [80]. The author classified the
sensor nodes in the network as the low capacity and
high capacity nodes, through which a multi-resolution
structure of the sensor network is created. The high
capacity nodes are nodes equipped with relatively
strong computational strength that can detect local
outliers. The Kernel density function is employed to

model local data distribution in a single or multiple
dimensions of space. A point is detected as an outlier
if the number of values that have fallen into its
neighborhood (delimited by a sphere of radius r) is
less than an application-specific threshold. The number
of values in the neighborhood can be computed by
the Kernel density function. Similarly, the authors in
[25] also emphasize the design of distributed outlier
detection methods. Nevertheless, this work employs a
number of different commonly used outlier-ness metric
such as the distance to kth nearest neighbor, average
distance to the k nearest neighbors, the inverse of
the number of neighbors within a specific distance.
Nevertheless, these metrics are not applicable to data
streams.

C. Incremental Clustering Methods

Most clustering algorithms we have discussed earlier
in this section assume a complete and static dataset
to operate. However, new data becomes continuously
available in many applications such as the data
streams. With the aforementioned classical clustering
algorithms, reclustering from scratch to account for
data updates is too costly and inefficient. It is highly
desired that the data can be processed and clustered
in an incremental fashion. The recent representative
clustering algorithms having mechanisms to handle
data updates are BIRCH*, STREAM and CluStream.

BIRCH* [45] is a framework for fast, scalable and
incremental clustering algorithms. In the BIRCH*
family of algorithms, objects are read from the
databases sequentially and inserted into incrementally
evolving clusters which are represented by generalized
cluster features (CF*s), the condensed and summarized
representation of clusters. A new objects reading from
the databases is inserted into the closest cluster.
BIRCH* organizes all clusters in an in-memory index,
and height-balanced tree, called CF*-tree. For a new
object, the search for an appropriate cluster requires
time logarithmic in the number of the clusters to
a linear scan. CF*s are efficient because: (1) they
occupy much less space than the naive representation;
(2) the calculation of inter-cluster and intra-cluster
measurements using the CF* is much faster than
calculations involving all objects in clusters. The
purpose of the CF*-tree is to direct a new object to
the cluster closest to it. The non-leaf and leaf entries
function differently, non-leaf entries are used to guide
new objects to appropriate leaf clusters, whereas leaf
entries represent the dynamically evolving clusters.
However, clustering of high-dimensional datasets has
not been studied in BIRCH*. In addition, BIRCH*
cannot perform well when the clusters are not spherical
in shape due to the fact that it relies on spherical
summarization to produce the clusters.
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STREAM [74] considers the clustering of continu-
ously arriving data, and provides a clustering algorithm
superior to the commonly used k-means algorithm.
STREAM assumes that the data actually arrives in
chunks X1, X2, · · · , Xn, each of which fits into main
memory. The streaming algorithm is as follows. For
each chunk i, STREAM first assigns weight to points
in the chunks according to their respective appear-
ance frequency in the chunks ensuring that each point
appear only once. The STREAM clusters each chunk
using procedure LOCALSEARCH. For each chunk, only
k weighted cluster centers are retained and the whole
chunk is discarded in order to free the memory for
new chunks. Finally, LOCALSEARCH is applied to
the weighted centers retained from X1, X2, · · · , Xn, to
obtain a set of (weighted) centers for the entire stream
X1, X2, · · · , Xn.

In order to find clusters in different time horizons
(such as the last month, last year or last decade), a new
clustering method for data stream, called CluStream, is
proposed in [8]. This approach provides the user the
flexibility to explore the nature of the evolution of the
clusters over different time periods. In order to avoid
bookkeeping the huge amount of information about the
clustering results in different time horizons, CluStream
divides the clustering process into an online micro-
clustering component and an offine macro-clustering
component. The micro-clustering phase mainly collects
online the data statistics for clustering purpose. This
process is not dependent on any user input such as
the time horizon or the required granularity of the
clustering process. The aim is to maintain statistics at
a sufficiently high level of granularity so that it can be
effectively used by the offline components of horizon-
specific macro-clustering as well as evolution analysis.
The micro-clusters generated by the algorithm serve as
an intermediate statistical representation which can be
maintained in an efficient way even for a data stream
of large volume. The macro-clustering process does not
work on the original data stream that may be very large
in size. Instead, it uses the compactly stored summary
statistics of the micro-clusters. Therefore, the micro-
clustering phase is not subject to the one-pass constraint
of data stream applications.

D. Advantages and Disadvantages of Outlier Detec-
tion for Data Streams

The methods discussed in this subsection can detect
outliers from data streams. The incremental LOF
method is able to deal with continuously arriving data,
but it may face an explosion of space consumption.
Moreover, the incremental LOF method is not able to
find outliers in subspaces in an automatic manner. The
outlier detection methods for sensor networks cannot
find projected outliers either. Unlike the clustering
methods that are only appropriate for static databases,

BIRCH*, STREAM and CluStream go one step further
and are able to handle incrementally the continuously
arriving data. Nevertheless, they are designed to use
all the features of data in detecting outliers and are
difficult to detect projected outliers.

6.1. Summary
This section presents a comprehensive survey on the
major existing methods for detecting point outliers
from vector-like data sets. Both the conventional outlier
detection methods that are mainly appropriate for
relatively low dimensional static databases and the
more recent methods that are able to deal with
high-dimensional projected outliers or data stream
applications have been discussed. For a big picture of
these methods, we present a summary in Table 6. In
this table, we evaluate each method against two criteria,
namely whether it can detect projected outliers in a
high-dimensional data space and whether it can handle
data streams. The symbols of tick and cross in the table
indicate respectively whether or not the corresponding
method satisfies the evaluation criteria. From this table,
we can see that the conventional outlier detection
methods cannot detect projected outliers embedded in
different subspaces; they detect outliers only in the full
data space or a given subspace. Amongst these methods
that can detect projected outliers, only HPStream
can meet both criteria. However, being a clustering
method, HPStream cannot provide satisfactory support
for projected outliers detection from high-dimensional
data streams.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, a comprehensive survey is presented to
review the existing methods for detecting point outliers
from various kinds of vector-like datasets. The outlier
detection techniques that are primarily suitable for
relatively low-dimensional static data, which serve the
technical foundation for many of the methods proposed
later, are reviewed first. We have also reviewed some
of recent advancements in outlier detection for dealing
with more complex high-dimensional static data and
data streams.

It is important to be aware of the limitation of
this survey. As it has clearly stated in Section 2, we
only focus on the point outlier detection methods
from vector-like datasets due to the space limit. Also,
outlier detection is a fast developing field of research
and more new methods will quickly emerge in the
foreseeable near future. Driven by their emergence,
it is believed that outlier detection techniques will
play an increasingly important role in various practical
applications where they can be applied to.
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Figure 6. A summary of major existing outlier detection methods
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